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Abstract

We consider the problem of predicting brain
activation in response to arbitrary words in
English. Whereas previous computational
models have encoded words using prede-
fined sets of features, we formulate a model
that can automatically learn features directly
from data. We show that our model re-
duces to a simultaneous sparse approxima-
tion problem and show two examples where
learned features give insight about how the
brain represents meanings of words.

1. Introduction

Over the last several years, researchers have designed
algorithms to learn the complex patterns of brain (neu-
ral) activity from data generated by functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI). These algorithms are
often called cognitive state classifiers and can be used
to discriminate between different mental states. For
example, one study has shown it is possible to distin-
guish between categories of objects a person is thinking
about simply by observing an image of his/her neural
activity (Mitchell et al., 2004). Others have shown
it is possible to determine lies from truth (Davatzikos
et al., 2005) and whether someone is a Democrat or
Republican (Kaplan et al., 2007).

While a large literature has developed around cogni-
tive state classification (which maps neural activity
to cognitive states), little attention has been given
to the inverse problem: is it possible to predict neu-
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ral activity for a novel state? One recent study from
Kay (2008) predicts the neural activity in the visual
cortex in response to viewing a novel scene.

Another study from Mitchell (2008) predicts neural
activity in response to thinking about an arbitrary
word in English. In this work, the semantic mean-
ing of a word is encoded by co-occurrence statistics
with other words in a very large text corpus. Using a
small number of training words, a generative model is
learned that maps these co-occurrence statistics to im-
ages of neural activity recorded while thinking about
those words. Their model can then predict images for
new words that were not included in the training set.
The model shows predicted images that are similar to
observed images for those words.

In their initial model each word is encoded by a vec-
tor of co-occurrences with 25 sensory-action verbs
(e.g. eat, ride, wear). For example, words related to
foods such as “apples” and “oranges” would have fre-
quent co-occurrences with the word “eat” but few co-
occurrences with the word “wear”. Conversely, words
related to clothes such as “shirt” or “dress” would co-
occur frequently with the word “wear” but not the
word “eat”. Thus “eat” and “wear” are example basis
words used to encode relationships of a broad set of
other words.

These 25 sensory-action verbs were chosen based on
domain knowledge from the cognitive neuroscience lit-
erature and are considered a semantic basis of latent
word meaning. A natural question is:

What is the optimal basis of words to represent seman-
tic meaning across many concepts?

Rather than relying on models that require a predeter-
mined set of words, our research tries to build models
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that will perform automatic variable selection to learn
a semantic basis of word meaning. We want to learn
models that not only predict neural activity well, but
also give insights into how the brain represents the
meaning of different concepts.

1.1. Related Work

Regression models such as the L1 regularized Lasso
(Tibshirani, 1996) have been used successfully to per-
form variable selection. The typical model usually in-
volves a large number of explanatory variables (fea-
tures) and a single response variable. The Lasso will
yield the best prediction of the response using only a
small number of variables.

Recently, some attempts have been made to perform
multiple response variable selection which will select
a small number of variables that can explain multi-
ple responses well. In statistics this is known as the
simultaneous lasso (Turlach et al., 2005). The prob-
lem has also been addressed in machine learning as
multi-task feature learning (Argyriou et al., 2007) and
in signal processing as simultaneous sparse approxima-
tion (Tropp, 2006).

Several methods have formulated and solved the prob-
lem using convex programming but the current ap-
proaches seem very limited in scale. To our knowl-
edge, there is no formulation that can solve problems
with thousands of responses and thousands of explana-
tory variables. An alternative approach that is more
tractable and does not involve convex programming
is the greedy pursuit method simultaneous orthogonal
matching pursuit (SOMP) (Tropp et al., 2006). Neural
networks also offer a convenient formulation for mul-
tiple outputs and could be used with regularization
constraints.

2. Problem Formulation

We can formulate the multiple response variable selec-
tion problem as a convex program. Let N be the num-
ber of examples, T be the number of responses, d be
the number of explanatory variables. Let Y ∈ ℜNxT

be the matrix of response variables and X ∈ ℜNxd be
our design matrix of explanatory variables. Our ob-
jective then is to find a sparse matrix of coefficients
B ∈ ℜdxT . Let λ be a regularization parameter that
controls the row sparsity of the matrix. Formally,

B̂ = argmin
B

||Y − XB||2F + λ

d∑

i

max
j∈[1...T ]

|Bij | (1)

Our problem of discovering a semantic basis of neu-
ral activation can be formulated using Equation (1).

Output weights of 3 distinct hidden units

 

 

Figure 1. Weights on the output units for 3 hidden units
in a 2-layer neural network. Regions with high weights are
marked in red.

In our problem, we have a design matrix X which
is the co-occurrences of N = 60 training words with
d = 50, 000 other English words. Each column of the
response matrix Y contains the neural activations for a
single voxel (volume-element) across the N fMRI im-
ages. There are T = 20, 000 voxels. Our goal is to
find a small number of words in X that can accurately
predict the neural activity across multiple voxels in Y.

3. Open Questions

What scalable techniques solve Equation (1) when
there are thousands of response and explanatory
variables?

Solving Equation (1) for our neural semantic problem
is non-trivial. One approach may be to modify the
large-scale interior-point method of Kim (2008) for
multiple responses. Another option may be descent
techniques with gradient projections.

What matrix norms should be imposed on the coeffi-
cient matrix B?

Equation (1) imposes a L1L∞ norm on the co-
efficient matrix B. Other norms such as L1L2 could
be imposed instead. Different norms will lead to dif-
ferent solutions and will affect the complexity of the
optimization. Also, computing the full regularization
path for λ may be easier for certain norms due to
piecewise linearity of the regulation path.

How can spacial smoothness be imposed on the coeffi-
cient matrix B?

In the case of fMRI images the coefficients in B

have a geometric relationship. Since we are interested
in how the brain performs at a regional rather
individual voxel area, it may be preferable to have
solutions that are spatially smooth, meaning that if a
particular coefficient Bij has high weight, then a local
neighbor Bik is biased to have high weight as well.
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Table 1. Top 5 words ranked by weight in the three hidden
units in Figure (1)

Hidden Unit 1 Hidden Unit 2 Hidden Unit 3

white chopped fetish

pottery cup fishing

catholic carrots square

baptist hood pottery

christ packard foot

4. Convex Programming Alternatives

We have implemented two alternative methods that
scale to very large problems and do not require con-
vex programming. The first is a regularized 2-layer
neural network with 50,000 inputs (a word is repre-
sented by its co-occurrences with 50,000 others words)
and 20,000 output units (each fMRI image has neural
activity for 20,000 voxels).

Figure (1) shows the output weights of the three most
distinct hidden units. Interestingly, the network learns
high weights in local neighborhoods of the brain. Ta-
ble (1) shows the top five words for each hidden unit
according to learned input weight. While the model
is not truly sparse since most input weights are non-
zero, the large non-zero weights can still give us insight
into semantic meaning. For example, the first hidden
unit contains several terms related to religion while the
second hidden unit contains terms related to eating.

A second method we implemented was simultaneous
orthogonal matching pursuit. Using this technique
we greedily selected 25 words from a candidate set of
486 verbs and compared them against the 25 sensory-
action verbs selected in the Mitchell (2008) model.
The learned basis of 25 words was: surround stitch
nail bruise dried cut ran lick open press unpack chop
employ dig cheat glow belong flew force train bang stain
flood tip saw

The original 25 sensory-action verbs were: see hear
listen taste smell eat touch rub lift manipulate run push
fill move ride say fear open approach near enter drive
wear break clean

It is interesting to note the semantic similarities be-
tween words in both groups:

lick →taste stain → clean flew → drive

ran →run saw → see press → touch

stitch →wear force → move tip → push

5. Conclusion

Simultaneous sparse approximation is useful for learn-
ing a semantic basis of neural activation. This statis-
tical method can help us discover useful ways to en-

code word meaning and build computational models
of neural activation. Many practical challenges remain
for building scalable methods for simultaneous variable
selection. There are also a number of interesting the-
oretical questions regarding solution performance and
the effect of different constraint norms.
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